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Context



I am talking about CPUs and GPUs

, not FPGAs
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Premise



Transistors are getting smaller!
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Good! Dennard scaling means that smaller transistors use
proportionally less energy



Well, that was in the good old days



Today: More transistors per nm2, more power consumption
per nm2



Okay, so they are using more power !?!



But how does the TDP of chips stays constant?

[Karl Rupp, CPU, GPU and MIC Hardware Characteristics over Time]



Chips must be getting smaller!



Dies stay roughly the same size



Okay, something has to give. . .



. . . chips are getting hottter!



If chips are getting hotter overall. . .



. . . parts of the chip need to go dim (clocked down or off)!
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22nm

Process Evolution

• Let’s call these bits "dimable silicon"
• Parts that are inactive at runtime are called "dark"
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Dark silicon in theory. . .

11:18 H. Esmaeilzadeh et al.

Fig. 11. Number of cores for the ideal CPU-like dynamic multicore configurations and the number of cores
delivering 90% of the speedup achievable by the ideal configurations across the PARSEC benchmarks.

Fig. 12. Percentage of dark silicon (geometric
mean across all 12 PARSEC benchmarks) for sym-
metric topology and ITRS scaling.

Fig. 13. Dark silicon projections across technol-
ogy generation for dynamic CPU-like multicores
with the four device scaling models.

The optimal number of cores projected by our study seems small compared to chips
such as the NVIDIA Fermi, which has 512 cores at 45 nm. There are two reasons
for this discrepancy. First, in our study we are optimizing for a fixed power budget,
whereas with real GPUs the power has been slightly increasing. Second, our study op-
timizes core count and multicore configuration for general purpose workloads similar
to the PARSEC suite. We assume Fermi is optimized for graphics rendering. When we
applied our methodology to a graphics kernel (ray tracing) in an asymmetric topology,
we obtained higher speedups and an optimal core count of 4864 at 8 nm, with 8% dark
silicon.

7.3. Dark Silicon Projections
Figure 13 illustrates the dark silicon projections for dynamic CPU multicore topol-
ogy with the four transistor scaling models. As depicted, the midpoint scaling almost

ACM Transactions on Computer Systems, Vol. 30, No. 3, Article 11, Publication date: August 2012.

• Projections for CPU-like cores
• [Esmaeilzadeh et al., TOCS ’12]



Dim silicon in practice. . .



What functionality should be implemented in dimable
silicon?



More cores?
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• what use are 40 identical cores if you can only use 4 at a time
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Okay, not cores!



Functional units, then!



Which of the following should be implemented in dimable
silicon?

The instruction scheduler Schedule instructions to the ALU
The SIMD unit Process multiple floats with one instruction
A sort-merge-join accelerator Make SM-Joins go 80% faster
A pokeball support unit Draw a pokeball on your screen in 42 cycles
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You don’t know what a pokeball is?



I envy you your life!





What functionality should be implemented in dimable
silicon?

EssentialIrrelevant

Instruction
Scheduler

!

Potentially Dimmable

Importance
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Should Data Management be in dimable Silicon?



What is Data Management (in terms of hardware primitives)

• Joins (sort-merge, hash, radix)

• Index structures (trees, bloom Filters)
• Graph algorithms (triangle counting)
• Incremental aggregation (stream processing)
• . . . you probably have your own ideas
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As in all systems, economics is the key part of the objective function
that determine[s] design.
— Gordon Bell
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I looked at a lot of economics statistics to prepare this talk



(I have the best numbers! Trust me!)



Demand for microchips is not in servers
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Well fine, but vendors could specialize chips for servers



They could. . .



Let’s look at three potential data center players:

• Intel
• Nvidia
• ARM



Intel



Intel’s new flagship

Figure: Lake Field Architecture



Intel’s new flagship



What is it good for?
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NVidia



NVidia

2019
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NVidia

". . . that unified architecture allows us to be quite efficient."
– Colette Kress (NVidia CFO)



ARM



ARM

• ARM sells chip designs

• Manufacturers can customize it
• Datacenter providers need reliable partners,
• like Qualcomm
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Qualcomm’s project Amberwing/Centriq

Qualcomm makes it official; no more data center chip

Qualcomm Is Cutting Up to Half of Jobs in Data-Center Unit

Qualcomm Plans Exit From Server Chips

Introducing Qualcomm Falkor CPU: purpose-built for cloud workloads

Qualcomm Demos 48-Core Centriq 2400 Server SoC in Action

Qualcomm announces plans to enter the server market
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Bottom line: data management is not a killer app
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• Artificial Intelligence

• Security
• Augmented Reality/Graphics
• Networking (wireless)
• Modem/DSP
• Whatever apple has planned for the next iPhone
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Data Management will not control hardware design!



Let’s not sit here and wait for it to happen!



Let’s do something
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• I like Database Research
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• Two options:

• Redefine Data Management
• Hack the planet!
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• Data security is important
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• The agenda is being defined by the hardware folks ⇒ we stop
innovating (with respect to hardware)
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Option B: Find creative use for "the hardware we have"!





No?



Man, I grew up at a special period in human history!
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Remember the olden days (of Database Research)?



Database research was a lot more wild west, back then!



2005



2007



2011



There are more opportunities!



Did you know that. . .

• . . . your GPUs have onboard DSPs?

• . . . Intel Vt-X provides cheap and easy sandboxing of code?
• . . . GPUs do up to 4 times more floating point multiplies than integer

• (hint: hashing involves multiplications)?

• Hardware performance counters have virtually zero overhead?
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So, why were/are they not adopted?
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• Increased system complexity

• Lack of a story for integration:

• Hardcoding a prototype is not enough
• Even extending Postgres seems to not be enough
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The problem with abstractions



My personal take:
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• I am currently working on abstractions for

• stream processing. . .
• FPGAs. . .
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Be creative!



But hide your creativity behind abstractions!



Thank you
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